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Monthly Review Meeting by SIO with DIOs/ADIOs/ Group Heads through VC at  

Shimla on 11-January-2019 

 

A Review Meeting of DIOs and Group Heads was held on 11th January, 2019 to discuss Activities 

planned for year 2019, the new technologies, participation of NIC HP officers in VidyaKosh and 

Webinars, Social media coverage of Districts, any kind of issues at official/personal level & 

participation and implementation of NIC flagship projects. 

 

The Group Heads and NIC HP officers at Shimla were present in person and DIOs and ADIOs 

participated through Video Conferencing. The list of participating officers is given at the end of 

report. The main Agenda points for discussion were: 

 Activities Planned for the Year 2019 

 Interaction of new Joinees (6=4 Technical, 2 Non-technical) with Sh. Neeraj Goel, Sr.TD 

 VidyaKosh, Webinars Status of Participation 

 New Technologies – IOT (Chatbot, Parking Application etc.) and Data Analytics-
identification of existing project for Data analytics 

 Social Media-NIC HP’s contribution in content/ following/ contribution from Districts 

 SWaaS-enrichment of content 

 Implementation of eOffice, eHospital, eProcurement and DM Dashboard 

 Jan Manch, eSamadhan integration, Him Pragati  

 Updating of MyDiary for District Level Officers. 

 Replacement of ACs/ District Infrastructure Status/Obsolete items 

 Admin issues if any. 

 Any other Issues 
 

Sh. Ajay Singh Chahal, SIO NIC HP welcomed the officers. He appreciated the work done by NIC 

HP during the year 2018. He pointed out that all the achievements have been due to team effort 

and this is the main strength of NICHP. He thanked all for good work being done by NIC HP and 

expressed hope that NIC HP will continue the good work in the year 2019 also. He was happy to 

inform that Himachal Pradesh Portal has been shortlisted for Digital India awards. He added that 

two of the projects of NIC HP have been short listed for spot study for National eGovernance 

awards. Thereafter, he asked all officers to provide feedback as per agenda, with main focus on the 

plans for year 2019. He clarified that plan should be in addition to routine work being carried out. 

Thereafter DIOs updated the work being carried out as per agenda items. The following were main 

points of discussion: 

 

 Activities Planned for the Year 2019:  Most of the DIO’s assured to take up eHimbhoomi 
implementation in their respective districts. Some Officers showed their willingness to learn 
new technologies and work on mobile apps. Some of the officers informed that they have 
not finalized the plan and will intimate soon about it. 

 VidyaKosh and Webinars: Most of the Officers reported that they have completed courses 

in Vidyakosh, the remaining officers assured that they will complete the courses very soon. 

 Social Media: Three Districts of Kangra, Chamba and Mandi have completed at least one 

event for social media. The remaining Districts assured that they will do the same. The SIO 

suggested that districts can hold sessions on mobile apps training. 

 SWaaS: The SIO requested DIOs/ADIOS that now we should enrich the contents, especially 

related to tourism. DIO Kangra informed that they are preparing videos for video gallery and 
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all the DIOs were requested to do the same. It was also informed that Security audit is also 

in progress and DIO Hamirpur and DIO Sirmaur are helping districts for the same. 

 

Some of the DIOs informed that they are planning to implement eOffice in their respective districts 

as many Deputy Commissioners are interested to implement it. As regards eHospital, many 

districts pointed out that implementation is not being taken up due to lack of instructions from the 

HP Health Department.  Many DIOs also informed that the process for elections have been 

initiated in their respective districts. It was informed that web application has been prepared for data 

entry in distributed mode for election process. All the DIOs were requested to interact with Sh. 

Sandeep Sood, TD for the same.  

 

It was informed by the districts that Desktops have been received while UPS and Laptops are still 

awaited. The issue of ACs was raised to which Sh. Vimal Informed that the process will be initiated 

to procure ACs from GEM. It was informed by DIO Chamba that VSATs have been installed at 

Pangi & Bharmour and the testing has been done. DIO Kullu informed that District Kullu has started 

eAhsas Program for health checkups. As desired by Deputy Commissioner, they are developing a 

software for its monitoring which will be completed within 3 Months. DIO Kullu was asked to 

develop mobile app for it.  

 

Thereafter Group heads shared their plans for coming year. 

 

Following decisions were taken during the meeting: 

 All the DIOs were requested to update details of SHOs in MyDiarY app 

 ADIO Kinnaur Sh. Subham informed that he is working on development of software for Inner 

Line Permits. He was requested to prepare a document and share it. 

 

The SIO informed that booklet and movies are being prepared highlighting projects and 

achievements of NIC HP and requested all officers to share content/ ideas with Sh. Sanjay Sharma. 

The content should be relevant, brief and catchy. He also asked Group Heads to share updated 

data on the projects being handled by them. The SIO insisted that all the softwares should have 

provision for capturing log details like IP Address etc. To this Sh. Shailender added that there 

should be provision for storing both IPV4 and IPV6 address.  

 

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks with hope that will again be another productive year for 

NIC Himachal Pradesh.. 
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List of Participating Officers (11-January-2019) 

Sr. No. Location Name Designation 

1.  Shimla Ajay Singh Chahal SIO/Scientist-F 

2.  Shimla Lalit Kapoor GH/ ASIO 

3.  Shimla Sandeep Sood GH/Scientist-E 

4.  Shimla Sanjay Sharma GH/Scientist-E 

5.  Shimla, CGO Sanjay Kumar GH/Scientist-E 

6.  Shimla Shailender Kaushal GH/Scientist-E 

7.  Shimla Vimal Kumar Sharma Scientist-E 

8.  Shimla Daljeet Rana Scientist-D 

9.  Shimla, CGO Mangal Singh Scientist-B 

10.  Bilaspur Rakesh Kumar DIO Bilaspur 

11.  Chamba Virendra Pratap Gupta DIO Chamba 

12.  Hamirpur Vinod Garg DIO Hamirpur 

13.  Hamirpur Anurag Gupta  ADIO Hamirpur 

14.  Kangra-Dharamshala Bhupinder Pathak DIO Kangra 

15.  Kangra-Dharamshala Akshay Mehta ADIO Kangra 

16.  Kinnaur Balwan Singh DIO Kinnaur 

17.  Kinnaur Subham  Kumar ADIO Kinnaur 

18.  Kullu Brijender Dogra DIO Kullu 

19.  Kullu Rajeev Kumar ADIO Kullu 

20.  Mandi Sukhdip Singh ADIO Mandi 

21.  Shimla Deepak Kumar ADIO Shimla 

22.  Sirmaur Vijay Kumar DIO Sirmaur 

23.  Sirmaur Mohan Rakesh ADIO Sirmaur 

24.  Solan Sanjeev Kumar DIO Solan 

25.  Una Sanjeev Kumar DIO Una 

26.  Una Bhupinder Singh ADIO Una 

 


